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Alain de Botton's Living Architecture offers an uplifting alternative
to the Landmark Trust's traditional holiday lets
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‘An instant classic of Looney Tunes modernism’: the Balancing Barn in Suffolk features a glass floor in the lounge

hovering six metres above the slope.

"They're the Turkey Twizzlers of architecture," says Alain de Botton of houses by

"Barratt, Persimmon and developers like that", implying that he is the Jamie Oliver of

his chosen field. Just as the latter has waged war on the alliterative spirals of grease and

fat and fought to raise the standards of school dinners, so de Botton wants to "sensitise"

us to built space. He wants to make us more "fussy" and "nudge" the debate about

housing "slightly in a positive direction".

The successful writer, whose softly intellectual books offer us advice on love, philosophy,

work, travel and status, has created a not-for-profit organisation called Living

Architecture. Its aim is to build delightful modern houses that can then be rented for

holidays or weekends, for about £2,500 for eight people for a week. The aim is to
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"correct the fleeting way in which we experience most modern architecture: sleeping in a

place changes your perception". The model is the Landmark Trust, which rescues follies,

gatehouses, towers, cottages and other such buildings and makes them available for

holiday lets.

The idea came to him, he says, following the publication of his book The Architecture of

Happiness. The book "emerged from the distress" he felt at the physical surroundings of

his then home in Shepherd's Bush, west London. It led to invitations to speak at

conferences and, returning from one, he experienced "a moment of crisis as one can on

trains coming home late at night". He asked: "What's my life about?" and felt a "terrible

desire to change things".

Similar crises have inspired despots, princes and aristocrats to build new cities or ideal

towns and Living Architecture can be seen as a model village scattered about the English

countryside. It is also touched by what I'll call Serpentinism, after the Serpentine

gallery's annual pavilion in London, which is a belief in the special magic of the singular

architectural object. Mark Robinson, who used to work for the Serpentine on making

their pavilions happen, is now doing a similar job as director of Living Architecture.

The outcome, so far, is five houses, in different stages of completion. The costs are

undisclosed, but Robinson says they are "in the £500,000-£1m range" for each house.

They are designed by a judicious mixture of architects young and old. The completed

Balancing Barn, near Darsham, Suffolk, is designed by MVRDV, who are Dutch masters

of provocation. The nearly finished Dune House, in Thorpeness, Suffolk, is by

Norwegians Jarmund/Vigsnæs. The Shingle House, Dungeness, Kent, also nearing

completion, is by youngish Scots Nord.

The Long House, Cockthorpe, Norfolk, is by Michael and Patty Hopkins, who de Botton

describes as "part of the triumvirate of now classic British modernists", alongside

Norman Foster and Richard Rogers. It is due to open next summer. Also on the way is

the Secular Retreat in Salcombe, Devon, designed by the Swiss Peter Zumthor, who

inspires a cultish following. Of all the architects approached by Living Architecture, he

was only one who doubted whether the project was worthy of his time. The beauty of the

site persuaded him.

Of the five, MVRDV's Balancing Barn is the most spectacular, an instant classic of

Looney Tunes modernism in which much effort, determination and structural steel is

expended in pursuit of a single memorable gag. Built on the top of a steep slope, it starts

with a deliberately humble house shape – rectangle with triangle on top – of the kind

you see in children's drawings, mortgage company logos and Monopoly houses. This is

extruded into a long, silvery tube that, using the engineering you might need for a small
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bridge, shoots into air, the slope falling away beneath it. Like a cartoon character, it

starts running in midair, with no apparent means of support. A glass floor in the living

room, looking down into the unexpected void, is the punchline.

The Balancing Barn is the equivalent of the Pineapple, an 18th-century folly in

Dunmore, central Scotland, shaped like the eponymous fruit. This is the Landmark

Trust's pin-up, and MVRDV's teetering house-beam will do the same for Living

Architecture.

A few miles away, at Thorpeness, the Dune House plays more gently with similar themes

of anti-gravity and subverted domesticity. Here, the idea is to float an upper floor of

exaggerated wonkiness, all pointy roofs in black timber, above a ground floor of perfect

rectilinear glass, as perfectly level as the horizon. It is Addams Family above, Mies van

der Rohe below and, with the help of some cleverness by engineer Jane Wernick, the

appearance of floating works.

In Dungeness, close to the garden created by Derek Jarman, the ramshackle sheds that

dot the shingle have been lovingly recreated as a high-spec, and lovely, house at maybe

50 times the price. In Norfolk Sir Michael and Lady Hopkins are making a highly crafted

barn, all wood, flint and precise joints. In Devon, Zumthor is arranging another unlikely

mating for Mies van der Rohe, this time with a neolithic stone circle. The glass walls will

have something of the German modernist's Farnsworth House, but the solid parts will

be in rugged rock.

Taken together, the five houses reveal several things. One is the transformation of the

British countryside – parts of it anyway – to luxury artifice from thing of use. Barns and

sheds become inhabitable artworks and it is striking that the weird peninsula of

Dungeness, whose beauty is in its casualness, should now be treated so preciously. Not

very long ago, people could chuck up what they wanted there, including a nuclear power

station, but now, says Mark Robinson: "You need about a hundred permissions to build

anything. You're not allowed to move a single pebble."

Another is the difference between statement and experience. One is the Balancing

Barn's gag, the other its agreeable timber interior. Architects can do both, and both

contribute to the enjoyment of space, but if you're looking for a relaxing escape,

experience will eventually count for more than the transient sugar-rush of a dazzling

concept. A further revelation is the way architects can't see a house without wanting to

invert it and subvert it, turn it upside down and inside out.

More relevant to de Botton's Jamie Oliver ambitions is the difficulty of achieving even

these five houses. He has assembled impressive funding for his project, yet, thanks to

the constrictions of the British planning system, his greatest difficulty is finding sites.
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How the beauties of Living Architecture can be translated to the everyday product of

volume house builders is not yet clear. A downside of Serpentinism is that it can act as

an inadvertent alibi for junk elsewhere; it concentrates quality in an exotic enclave.

But de Botton is not responsible for cultural shifts in rural life and cannot tackle all the

limitations of the construction industry. Living Architecture's main aim is to provide

samplers of modern architecture to those who can afford the rent, and to inject some

ideas and ambition into domestic design, and in this it succeeds. Put simply, it is making

five houses of charm and intrigue that weren't there before.
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